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Checklists are an outstanding tool to standardize processes 
and procedures across an organization. Electronic checklists 
go one step further by providing accountability through 
verifiable procedural compliance. One oftentimes overlooked 
benefit of checklists, though, is their ability to expeditiously 
incorporate changes driven by either normal changes in 
procedures or urgent changes driven by mitigation of 
identified causal factors for incidents.

Challenge: 
Initial development of checklists strive to identify critical actions and provide logical 
crosschecks prior to an incident occurring. However, as with any high-risk/high-reliability 
organization, investigations of incidents often discover causal factors which were missed 
and require immediate additional crosschecks to help ensure they are not repeated in the 
future. The challenge is how to expeditiously, yet efficiently, pass those corrective actions 
to an organization which very well may span the globe.
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Actions: 
Traditional methods of passing critical operational information to an organization normally 
includes vehicles such as mass e-mail distribution or changes to processes and procedures 
such as Standard Operating Procedure documents. There are multiple problems with these 
forms of transfer ranging from confirmation of receipt and implementation of guidance, 
to the time-late struggles many organizations have with their internal document change 
processes. As an example, with e-mails, there is no confirmation that the direction given 
as actually acted upon. Those personnel on a hitch rotation may not access their e-mail 
for weeks and the critical information gets lost amongst the hundreds of other e-mails.  
Likewise, formal procedural documents like Standard Operating Procedures often have 
drawn out revision processes which make them unsuitable for urgent changes. What is the 
normal turnaround time for your procedural documents? 3 months…6 months…12 months?  
Are you willing to let an identified critical action go unchecked for that long? 

Results: 
With an established streamlined process to effectively change electronic checklists, changes 
can normally be passed to the field in a matter of hours; not months.  One client recently 
accomplished this task in a mere four hours as outlined in the flow below:

Not only were these critical changes pushed to the field in an expeditious manner, but the 
client also had real-time verification that the mitigation steps to prevent further similar 
incidents were being executed by applicable personnel through time-stamped completion of 
the new crosschecks. While the accurate identification of procedural lapses is critical to any 
change management system, the prompt execution of mitigating actions is even more critical.
Electronic checklists provide that tool of the prompt execution of mitigating actions in any 
organization.
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